
Valuation

Summary: This article provides an overview of the
Discounted Cash Flow valuation method, and discusses
how this approach provides better accuracy and greater
insights into the business versus revenue or cash flow
multiples.

Valuing an RIA reminds me of the classic western The
Good, The Bad and The Ugly. You may recall the story of
three distinct characters racing to dig up gold buried in a
graveyard. Each of the characters is a succinct
manifestation of the different ways to value an advisory
firm:

1. The Good: Discounted Cash Flow is simply the best
way to value an RIA

2. The Bad: Book Value focuses on the value of the hard
assets, which makes it an irrelevant valuation
technique for our industry

3. The Ugly: Comparables, such as multiples of revenue
or cashflow, can get ugly as it is an oversimplified
valuation approach that yields wrong valuation and a
poor deal for one or both parties

Last month’s article discussed The Ugly; the challenges
related to the comparables approach. Today, let’s focus
on The Good and how the Discounted Cash Flow
technique is the best way to value an independent
advisory firm.

Simplicity versus Accuracy
Despite the near-universal acknowledgement that the
archaic 2x revenues is the wrong way to value an RIA with
over $100MM in assets, some advisors still have hesitancy
to use the Discounted Cash Flow technique. Perhaps it is
because the approach seems complicated, while the
‘comparables approach’ is so simple.
Sure, it’s easy to value a firm based on 2x revenue or 5x
cashflow. But sophistication trumps simplicity for
important matters, and valuing your biggest asset or
investing your life savings to buy equity in a firm are
definitely important matters.
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The good news is that the DCF model is less intimidating
than one might expect, as it is based on the very
concepts that many advisors use as they help their
clients plan for the future. When advisors help a client
create financial plans they work through a series of
assessments:

• Project future income on an annual basis
• Plan for anticipated expenses such as children’s

college, retirement, health care, philanthropy
• Create a likely scenario of how their income after

expenses will unfold each year

Portfolios are then constructed based on an intelligent
expectation of the growth rate of each asset class, and -
an assessment of the risks associated with the expected
returns. These elements - projecting income, anticipating
expenses, assessing growth rates, determining risks - are
all core components of the Discounted Cash Flow
approach.

Defining Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
The Discounted Cash Flow technique calculates a
company’s valuation by projecting its cash flows into the
future, and then discounting these cash flows back to
present day based on the risks associated with the
company. It’s a quantitative process that examines the
growth, the profitability and the risks associated with an
organization.

There are three M’s when it comes to a discounted cash
flow: The Model, the Method and the Modifications.

Model: The complexity of the model is directly related to
its potential power. When done correctly, each new level
of complexity is yet another layer of analysis moving the
assessment closer to the accurate valuation number. At
DeVoe & Company we don’t have a “DCF model” to
crunch numbers. We have an “elegant, flexible 36,000
cell work-of-art, which captures all of your company’s
success drivers and potential risks, as well as every
personal fear and aspiration you have about your
business on a single glorious sheet”. The model
is critical, but it is not enough.

(article continues on the next page)
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Method: To determine the value of your firm, you need a
Methodical approach to populate the model, both with
historical information as well as assumptions and
projections for the future. All parties involved in the
process should be honest and analytical about what
assumptions should be made, what is achievable, and
what is likely. You need a process that accommodates
both a detailed assessment of the individual line items
(bottoms up), as well as a process to check if the numbers
make sense from a reasonableness test (top down) – are
the margins, growth rates, expense categories rolling up
to a rational place?

Modifications: Once the model is set, it is time to make
appropriate modifications. Done properly, you have
created a flexible tool, which not only determines the
current value of the company, but also allows you to
assess the value under a variety of circumstances.

 Are you contemplating a sale to a local firm who will
reduce a number of costs? A few keystrokes can
determine what the buyer is likely willing to pay.

 Perhaps an out-of-state buyer will provide access to a
referral network in your city. Your company hasn’t
changed, but the economics are different, so the
valuation will be different–and you will know precisely
how different with a few keystrokes.

 An existing partner of an acquisition target states that
he or she is willing to work one more year or five more
years. Within minutes you can confidently offer either
the seller a) a valuation of $X million if only one year of
work is planned, or b), a valuation of $Y million if they
plan to stay on for five years.

The scenarios go on and on. Once you develop a 
comprehensive and flexible model, you are in a position to 
run any scenario through the model to determine the 
modified value of the company. 
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Curious to learn more?  Contact us:
Contact Bakey at bakey.farrar@devoe-co.com or call 
415-813-5066 x7
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